
NANOG 58 General Survey Results

1. How did you attend NANOG 58? 27
In Person 2
Via webcast

2. What was (were) your most important reason(s) for attending NANOG 58?
Agenda (program) quality and content 12
Tutorials 2
Keynotes 0
Network with colleagues 9
Purchase Products 0
Sell Products 0
Social Functions 1
Location 0
Conference Dates 1
Registration Cost 1
Travel/Lodge 0
Rotation/Turn to Attend 1
Speaker 1

3. How did you find the OVERALL quality of NANOG 58?
a. Quality of speakers
Excellent 0
Good 0
Average 0
Poor 0
n/a 0

b. Quality of technical information presented
Excellent 13
Good 12
Average 4
Poor 0
n/a 0

c. Technical relevance of topics
Excellent 11
Good 14
Average 3
Poor 0
n/a 0

4. Was the NANOG Breakfast/Break food and beverage selection satisfactory?
Yes 19



No 6
n/a 4
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 0
Didn't get any, they ran out of everything
Water bottles or bigger cups
When breakfast was served in the open space near registration, many items were gone 
right away, without replenishing them. It would be nice if ice tea was was also available 
near the coffee that is offered.
ran out of ice cream on day 1
Food was good except for the first day
not a lot of selection, almost all gone 30 minuted before meeting  lack of non hot 
beverage selection
Not enough for everyone, breakfast was pretty mediocre.
a bit rich (not health food), but that's southern cuisine for you.  And the bread pudding 
was a guilty pleasure.
Hotel did a poor job of keeping food/beverage stocked. Even water pitchers were 
frequently empty. Coffee needs to be fresh and hot from the first minute of breakfast 
until at least 15 minutes after adjourning of last session for the day.
Not a huge deal, but as was discussed on the member's list they were out of things a 
lot. I find I often want drinks and snacks when it isn't break time. I think that model is 
worth it even if it cost more.

5. Was the Monday Newcomers or Attendee Lunch menu selection satisfactory?
Yes 16
No 0
n/a 3
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 0
Great Speakers and good Chicken!!

6. Did you attend the Beer n' Gear and Evening Socials?
Yes 23
No 2
n/a 3
Suggestions for future food/beverage selections 1
Food was great!
This was the best social thing i've ever been to with cocktails!
Very good. Well organized. Good vendors, presentations, etc
not much selection here . . . room too small
I liked the music at the House of Blues, but it was too loud for conversation.  If the 
socials are supposed to be networking and interaction opportunities, then picking 
something quieter would be better.

7. Do you have suggestions for topics and/or speakers for future meeting 
presentations?



On the day before the official conference starts, it would be nice to have the equivalent 
of Cisco's TechTorials at Nanog.  Attendies could select what track to attend, and it 
would be a full day deep dive on the technology.  Maybe charge $150 for the class, 
thereby helping to fund the organization.
Not at the moment - but I'm an new guy to NANOG - I think this is all good stuff!New IP tendencies, virus behavior on the networks, track customer information, CPI 
policies.
More SDN, Wireless Networks, Route Optimization
engrish speakers are better to understood

Have a venue for letting the EDUs participate. There is value in getting them to engage.
More segment routing as it develops... also, more network management related topics.
Why your vendor doesn't support ipv6.
Why your support team is afraid of ipv6.
IPV6: if you'd just do it, we could be done with it and not have to talk about it every 
NANOG.
Why CGN is stupid and you should do ipv6.

 8. Have you searched for comments about this NANOG meeting at a social media 
site?
i checked facebook.
You mean twitter, don't you? Very little worth saying fits into 140 characters of text.

9. Do you subscribe to the nanog@nanog.org mailing list?
Yes 22
No 4

10. If you encountered wireless network issues please be specific about what 
they were and how you resolved them. Give us suggestions for future 
improvements.
I did not, the wireless worked fine.
no problems.
network was flawless.If you had issues - it was you or your machines....
the wlan disconnected a couple of time during the presentations.  It need to be 
improved.
It worked great.
I think someone was downloading ISOs on the same AP as I was, but during the next 
talk I was sitting somewhere else and had no problems.
Worked fine on both floors

11. Please rank the meeting venue 1-5. 5 being the best hotel you have attended a 
meeting at to 1 being the worst hotel you have attended a meeting at.
Please tell us why you ranked that way and ways to improve
5 11
4 8
3 5
2 2



1 1
No coffee makers in suites/rooms
Very nice hotel, probably one of the better NANOG has been to in the past 3 years. 
Especially much better then Orlando and Dallas. Unfortunately to hot to go outside.
Great hotel!
my room was cleaned twice a day. ice bucket was filled for me each evening when i 
returned to my room. great shower, 5 pillows.
Really nice hotel, friendly staff and good amenities.
The ballroom was cold much of the time, even with coat on!
didn't really want to go to new orleans in june....
The hotel is bored, if it is not for the conference activity, this hotel has nothing to do.  It 
is too fancy with low accommodation for an expensive hotel.  No pool.  But the location 
is perfect, at least we enjoy the city.  Hotel is just for sleep.
My room had water damage on the ceiling and bathroom and wasn't well maintained.  I 
had issues with the hotel wifi and when checking in very early monday am the hotel staff 
was rather rude.  If you ever have it here again I will not come.
Great venue.  Staff was awesome.  The room and amenities were great.
Mediocre hotel wireless that was sometimes slow, and sometimes cut out. Hotel wifi is a 
pretty important factor these days. Everything else though was good.
good space for presentations in main area - side room was a bit cramped though.  
Appreciated the large area for snacks and milling around.
City: great, but wouldn't NOLA have been nicer in Feb or Oct? Location: overall good 
Style: that hotel was far too old-world for the NANOG crowd. In future, look for clean 
lines, modern architecture, and plasma screens every 10 feet.
Good location. Room and Concierge staff were excellent. Room was a bit small but 
nice.
The mtg venue was nice. The general mtg room was spacious and comfortable. The 
guest room I stayed was clean and spacious, too. The only reason I didn't give it a 5 
was because of the lounge and lobby areas. I have seen some better lounges/lobbies 
before with more seats and space. In general, I was happy with the mtg venue.
Amazing hotel, convenient location for foot travel

12. Do you have suggestions for future meeting locations, Hosts or Internet 
connectivity providers to the venue?
Better flight options from IAD, please.
Boston, New York City, Honolulu.
MGM-Grand, Vegas.
Seattle Los Angeles New York Anything with direct flights from anywhere in the country
Please keep it at nice hotels like this.
Chicago Illinois
Connectivity was good
Have you considered hosting the venue at a university?



In the summer: somewhere up north. Seattle, Portland, Boston, Chicago, Vancouver 
was very nice.
in the fall: somewhere on the central to northern east coast. DC, Philly, NY, Boston, 
Baltimore, even Pittsburgh would be ok.
in the winter: Miami, Key West, Galveston, South Padre, New Orleans, Pensacola...you 
get the picture. Detroit or Montreal? NO!
San Diego, LA, and SF are nice almost all year.
New Orleans was for me a fantastic location. The Music Scene in New Orleans is stellar 
and I got to take advantage of that.
Las Vegas
I think it is a good idea to pick a state, once a yr, that NANOG hasn't been before.

13. We need your help to plan our future events. Understanding that this is not a 
commitment on your part, would you attend these future conferences and could 
you let us know why?
NANOG 59 in Phoenix (Joint w/ARIN) October 7-9, 2013  
NANOG 60 in Atlanta, GA, February 10-12, 2014
NANOG 61 in Bellevue, Washington, June 2-4, 2014
Uncertain - Why?
Always attend. Would register and book hotels now if possible.
Rotation/Not My Turn to Attend
I can only go to one Nanog per year... Plus, NANOG 59 date, I beleive, coincides with a 
IPv6 conference that I go it in San Jose, CA.
Looking forward to being in HotLanta next year.
This was to learn new stuff, this conference is out of my normal job, i came to get new 
information and apply to my job.  I am more in the telecom wireless area.
Located closer to home, less travel and cheaper
I want to continue any contribution to this group.  I believe wholeheartedly in its need 
and relevance.
ARIN/NANOG joint meetings are good to attend, lots of value.
Depends on corporate allowance.
This meeting is a priority for me.
I have a general policy against going to Atlanta for any reason.
We're growing so we'll start to alternate team members attending (so that's fine it just 
affects my attendance). Not excited about a Phoenix location, though we'll send some 
one.
no east coast travel
I'm a peering coordinator. NANOG provides a good opportunity to meet people that I 
work with.  I often got a lot done in a few days. Therefore, I will typically attend NANOG 
regardless of the locations or the agendas. The only thing that will keep me from 
attending is when I believe a place is not safe to travel. Within the US and Canada, 
usually safety is  not much an issue.
Although travel to Phoenix is not convenient for many, that facility is stellar. Both Atlanta 
and Baltimore are VERY convenient.



14. Is there something you would like to comment on that does not fit into a 
question above? Please leave your comments here.
Please try to use locations with some degree of international arrivals from Europe and 
Asia, something that MSY does not have.
We need the streaming to be reliable.  On Tuesday, I missed much of Brian Field's 
presentation because the feed was down.  At minimum, it would have been nice if there 
was at least an audio only feed.
I still like the origin schedule, can we move Peering BOF to Tuesday afternoon?
nope.
Nanog has done an excellent job in putting together this meeting.  This is my first 
meeting, and I hope to attend future meetings in the future.
NOLA is to warm this time a year better to go here in February or October. Black T-
Shirts instead of White please.
Thank you for a wonderful experience here at my forst NANOG.   I look forward to 
connecting to more people and learning about with other Network Operators  in the 
world.
It is a good networking meeting, know a ton of people in the area, very geek oriented, 
nice learning and topics.
Very well organized event. The parade and the boat event was fantastic














